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FUI E 

The manual has been developed to provide a review with '· •rked examples of 

methodology for the statir .ical determination of tte maxireurn dose which a 

producer of antibiotic feed additives should be nermitted to recommend. This 

determination is to be based upon a dose response feeding trial replicated at 

several locations, where the response variable-is either weight gain or feed 

efficiency, and dose is measured in grams of the antibiotic additive per ton 

of feed. The test animals might be poultry, swine, or cattle, and an experi

mental unit consists of a pen of animals fed for a fixed period of time at a 

constant dose level. T,ypically, the treatments include a control and 3 to 6 

levels of dose which are usually equally spaced on the logarithmic scale. 

Data from such a replicated experirr;ent are amenable to analysis of variance, 

which produces an estimate of experimental error variance, and to linear or nor;

linear regression analysis as a method of fit~ · :"1g a dose response curve to the 

treatment means. The latter method produces a residual mean square tvhich may 

be compared to the independent experimental error mean square to test the good-

ness of fit the regression model. Such data are also amenable to non-

parametric methods for analyzing a two-way classification of replicates x treat

ments, where treatments represent ordered levels of single factor. 

The biological basis for the growth promoting effects o: antibiotic feed 

additives has been extensively studied but is poorly understood, and provides 

no basis for developing a theoretical growth response function of dose. 

Typically, the average daily weight gain increases through the lower doses and 

then tends to level off at the higher doses, but with disturbing frequency 

experiments reveal a dip in the response at the next to highest dose. The 

empirical basis even for assuming complete monotonicity is therefore s~mewhat 

suspect. 

Growth promotion through the addition of antibiotics to animal feeds is 

aiced at improving profits in animal production, and a cost/benefit analysis 

of a dose response curve would determine the economically optimum dose. 

Concern over the biological hazards of excessive use of antibiotics, hO\~ever, 

demands a more conservative approach to dose determination, and the statistical 

approaches to be reviewed here will serve to conservatively determine the first 

dose level at which response tends to level off. 
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PRE\'TEH OF METHODS 

Statistical r;-,e'::bods available for adaptation to this problem are the 

parameteric and no:;"Jarametric tests against ordered alternatives, and regrcs-· 

sion method.s for lcceting a plateau or peaL Co:::servatism may be invoked by 

utilizing a lmler C'.)!"lfidence limit rather than a actual point estimate of the 

dose level at the plateau or peak. A regression method is also suggested for 

setting a lower cor.fidence limit on the dose at \-lhich the slope of an increasing 

but concave regression function attains some specified small value E, and a 

suggestion is offered for ctjectively det.er~nining E. Publis:::ed nonparametric 

proceQures for testing against monotone alternatives have also been supple

n:ented here by providing tests against monotone-concave alternatives. 

Pla tea.u regression r:odels. In its simplest form this method consists of fi ttin.~ 

the intersecting b:o-phase linear reg1·ession model shovm in Figure 1 with a 

specified slope of zero in the second phase, then calculating a lower confidence 

limit Jn the dose level at the join point. In the field of animal nutrition, 

for ex2mple, such c: model is sometimes applied to the weight gain response to 

increasing levels cf a nutrient factor as a method of estimating the required 

level of that factor. 'The relatively small number of dose levels available in 

an antibiotic feed ~dditive trial de~ands that parsi~ony be exercised in choos

ing a regression rncd.el with few parameters. This linear-linear model contains 

3 para~eters: the slope of the first segment, the dose level at the join 

point, and the height of the final horizontal segment. An alternative 3-
parameter segmented polynomial is the quadratic-linear with the two constraints 

that the function has a continuous first derivative and that the linear segment 

has zero slope. In the notation of Gallant and Fuller (JASA, 1973, p. 144) 

this model is 

f(x;£) = e + e (a-x)2 I (a-x) 
1 2 + 

vi here 

f 
1 for x ~a 

I ra-x) -+' 
0 for X >a 
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vlalker-Carmer method. An alternative to the device of imposing a plateau on 

the regression model was proposed by ~·talker and Curmer (Agroh. Jour., 1967, 

p. 161) Hho suggested determining the highest dose level at vl:'lich the estimated 

slope differs significantly from zero. Applied to a 3-parameter quadratic model. 

on some scale T(x), 

which attains a maximum within the range of test doses (e2 > o,e3 > 0), this 

procedure generates a lower confidence limit xL on the maximizing dose 

x = T-1 (e~2e3 ) in the form 

t = critical value of Student's t with experimental error d.f. 

...... ,... 
S2 ~2 s 
2''"3' 23 = estimated variances and covariance of e2,e3 

T3 = G~s3 , a noncentral t-statistic 

' 
a noncentral F • 

The Walker-Carmer approach is not restricted to quadratic curves but applies 

to any regular (e. g., analytic) response function of dose wh:.·.!h achieves its 

maximum values within the range of experimental doses. In practice, however, 

the demands of parsimony in parameter estimation are likely to restrict applica

tions to quadratic functions on some scale of dose. 
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Specification of a minirr:w-0 E_ate of in_s:rense in response. ~ose response relation

ships in this field of application are more typically monoto;~c in appearance 

within the usual range of test doses, and forcing a maximum to occur in the 

fitted ~ve below the highest test dose would constitute an unjustifie~, 

penalizing restriction. I:~ the curve to be fitted is monotonically strictly 

increasing vlithin the j:ange of experimental doses, but Hith strictly decreasing 

slope, then the Walker-Carmer approach may be modified to provide a lower confi

dence lj~it on that dose level where the slope achieves some specified small 

value € > 0. A cost/benefit analysis would utilize the slr-nes of both the 

weight gain and feed efficiency dose response curves, and the economic optimum 

dose level would occur Hhen these slopes become sufficiently small in relation 

to other factors. TI1ere is consumer-economic justification therefore in adopting 

such a criterion for deternining maximur.: reco.r:Jmendable dose level. 

The specification of € is a critical step in this procedure; since the 

slope presumably converges tovmrd zero with increasing dose, then the smaller 

is E the greater will be the dose level at which a slope of size € is attained. 

If this assumption of strict monotoncity with a decreasing slope is valid then 

as the precision of the experiment increases to provide increasingly supportive 

evidence of monotonicity, the specified value of € should be allowed to decrease 

and thereby increase the reco~~endable range of doses over which response is 

claimed to increase with dose. The specification of € should thus be required 

to depend upon such precision factors as the amount of replication, the number 

and range of test dose levels, and the goodness of fit to the postulated mono

tonic dose response function. 

Such requirements \~0uld seem to be satisfied by specifying € to be the 

smallest slope which could, with reasonable likelihood, be detected with the 

available experimental resources if these resources were optimally allocated 

for measuring slope. Under ideal circumstances the optimal design for estimat

ing slope is to assign half of the resources to the loHest dose level and half 

to the highest. L1 an experiment where k test doses x1 < ~ < · · · < YK. and the 

cor Jl x0 = 0 are each replicated r times, the hypothetical and idealistic 

optimum allocation of these resources would assign r(k+l)/2 to x0 = 0 and 

r(k+l)/2 to ~~· The standard error of the resulting slope estimator would 

then be 
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2cr 
Y·X 

The slope E which could be detected with probability f3 by a one-tailed, sizE:-Cl 

t-test on r(k+l)- 2 degrees of freedom could then be read from the power curves 

of the t-test, and is given approximately by E ~ crb(t1_a- t 1 _13 ). The curve 

that is actually fitted to the treatment means provides an estimate s 2 of a2 
Y·X Y·X 

which is independent of the replicate X treatment experimental error mean square, 

and \·lhich provides a measure of goodness of fit. This measure may be incorporated 

into the specification of € simply by substituting s for a , giving 
y• X y• X 

€ = 

where the t's are percentiles of the t-distribution on r(k+l)-2 degrees of free

dom. The choice of f3 is somev1ha t arbitrary; a generous interpretation of 

''reasonable likelihood'' would be f3 = • 25 . 

Confidence limits 2£ the dose with ~ specified slope. L~plementation of such 

a procedure consists of fitting a selected monotonic response function y = f(x;6) 

and calculating a lower confidence limit on that dose level x(E;9) at which 

dy/dx = E. The dose response function f(x;e) will in general be nonlinear in 

6 but usually simple in form, and its derivative f'(x;~) = dyjdx \~ill be montonic 

with f'(~;£) = 0 so that f'(x;~) = E has a unique solution x(E;6). Examples cf 

3-parameter curves \'lhich are reasonable candidates in this context are (y-61 )/62 
= g(x;e 3 ) or (e1-y)je2 = h(x;e3 ) where h is decreasing in x and g is increasing; 

specifically, for example, 

y-91 
--- log(x+9 3) e,., -

c. 

or 

In both of these examples g and. h are syrnmetric in x and e3, where e3 is a loca tior; 

parameter in the first, log-linear case and is a scale parameter in the second, 

Mitcherlich case. In either case the nonlinear estimation reduces to the simple 
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problem of iteratively maximizing the (2 d.f.) sum of squares R(& 3) due to 

regression, 

[l:(Y.-Y)ZJ 2 

J J 
1:(z .-zf~ 

J 

where Zj is either g(x.;e_) or h(x.;e 3). 
J j J 

Methodology for constructing a lower confidence limit on x(e;~) is open to 

several alternative choices, all of which produce only asymptotically valid 

confidence limits in this case of nonlinear estimation. One obvious possibility 

is use of the t-approxication to the sampling distribution of [x(e;e) 

- x(e;~)J/jv(x(e;~)), where the approximate variance formula V(x(e;~)) iE 

derived in the usual manner from a first order Taylor series expansion of x(e;~) 
abaut x(e; ~) ~- Other possibilities utilize Fieller 1 s Theorem to obtain the 

lower limit as a solution to the equation 

A 

f' (x; ~) - e 

J V(f 1 (x;~)) 
(a) 

or, for example, 

A 

log[ f 1 (x;~)/ e] 
(b) 

j V(log[ f 1 (x; ~ )/ e') 

"' Upper and lower Fieller limits are not symmetric about x(e;~), and in this context 

the lower Fieller limit will generally be closer x(e;~) than the lower limit of 

the syrrmetric interval mentioned above. Some care must be exercised in applying 

Fieller's Theorem, however; if the equation under consideration has only finite 

roots when e : 0 then no root is a valid confidence limit on x(e;~). Applied 

to the Mitcherlich model, for example, equation (.a) has the two roots 

...... , A A A 

Cov(e2e3,e3) 
A A A A 

e2e3v(e3) 
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A A 

'<lhen E == 0 1 ,,.;here the smaller root is negative if e2e..., differs significantly 
5"' 

r--om zero and the larger root is positive. Since x(e;~) increases Hithout 

bound as E ap;_:>roaches zero 1 a loHer confidence limit must do likeHise nnd hence 

the positive root of (a) in this case is not e lower confidence limit. EquAtion 

(b), which has no finite roots at e = 0, does produce a v~lid lower (an~ upper) 

confidence limit in the liiitcherlich case, and is closer to the point estimate 

x(E.;~);;.: (lje3)log(62e-j€) than the lower limit of the symmetric interval 

e.s'"imator. T'he same holds true in the log-linear case, y = e1 + e2 log(x + e3), 

Hhere x(e;~) = (e/€)- e3; when e3 i: specified, say 93 = O,fuen equation (b) 

produces the lower confidence limit (9/ e ~3P( -t/ 'r2 ) while t:ue symmetric interval 

gives (e2je)[l- (t/T2 )], where T2 = e2Jyfv(e2 ) . This exrunple, however, illus

trates the nature of the approximation errors arising in nonlinear estir::c.tion 

theory; these two confidence limits are asymptotically equal since v(e,.,) con-
e 

verges to zero, but the syrrzetric interval estimator may be expected to have 

greater validity in small s~ples. Statistical discretion is thus required in 

selecting an appropriate interval estimator. 

These regression methods rely upon empirical curve fitting techniqu.es and 

may be criticized on this basis, though the bulk of all applications of statistics 

would have to share such criticism. A restraining force does exist to inhibit 

rampant curve fitting since the target confidence limit estimator is a :function 

of all shape parameters of the fitted curve, and generally speaking the more 

parameters included in the ~odel the less precisely is each estimated a~d the 

longer is the target confidence interval. A desirable property of these methods 

is their exploitation of the mathematical regularity of the dose response relc.tior.-· 

ship; this relationship is a smooth curve, and regression methods permit inter

polation of response between the sparsely scattered set of points representing 

the test dose levels. 

Tests for ordered alternatives. Other approaches besides regression metl.wds are 

available i~hich require less regularity in the dose response fu11Ction but \·lh:i ch 

are then correspondingly less efficient if the dose response curve is i:~ fact 

a smooth, slowly changing function. i"his class of procedt.tres may be collectively 

called ''tests for ordered alternatives', Hhich are based only upon the assumptior: 

that the expected values of response are simply ordered \·lith respect to dose 
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levels tested. Behavior of the response function between test doses is thus 

formally irrelevant with these procedures \-Jhich restrict inference to the 

doses tested, but informally the requirement that responses at test doses con

stitute a monotone sequence is logically equivalent to the requirement that 

over the <io:;e continuum covered by experim~ntal doses, the dose response funct:i.or: 

must be monotonic. Honotonicity is clearly a much weaker requirement than is 

necessary for the regression approach, but comrnon sense and impirical evidence 

support the conjecture that if monotonicity does obtain then the dose response 

curve is very likely to be highly regular and well approximated by some simple, 

continuous regression function. From a practical point of view, then, the 

assumptions underlying tests for ordered al terna ti ves are vir·Gually the same 

as those u11derlying the regression approach in this context v:here the orde:ring 

is based upon quantitative levels of a treatment factor. 

Procedures available for testing whether response increases monotonicnlly 

over the highest m test doses include the tests developed by D. J. Bartholomew 

(JR:3S (Ser.B),l96l, p. 239) and by D. A. vlilliarns (Biometrics, 1971, p. 103). 

Both of these tests are based upon isotonic regression of the m normally distri

buted treatment means; i.e., the observed treatment means Yk-c+l'···,Yk are 
A <' 

replaced by the maximum likelihood estimates M. ,,···,M, estimated under the 
k-m+-'- K 

parameter restrictions M. 1 !>: ••• ~M. • Thus, if Y. >Y. 1 , then Y. and Y .. 1 -~-m+ -~ 1 1+ 1 1~-

are both replaced by (Y. + Y.+1 )/2 and, further, if Y. , > (Y. + Y.+1 )/2 then 
1 1 1-~ 1 l 

all three of these observed treatment means are replaced by their average 

(Y. 1 + Y. + Y.+1 )/3. Completion of this amalgamation process throughout the 
1- l l A A 

sequence Yk-m+l' · · · ,Yk produces the monotone sequence ~\.-m+l' · · · 1 :tl1t of length :n. 

BartholomeH's test statistic is given by 

k 
r ~ (Y. -Y )2 

l k-m+l 
k 

r I: (Y.-Y)2 

k-m+l 1 

k A 

- r I: (Y. -M. )2 
l 1 

k-m+l 

+ Expt'l Error SS 

and critical values are tabulated by Shorack (Annals ~:ath. Stat. 1 1967, p. 1744) 

\'lho also presents a nonparametric version of this test which is the isot0nic 

analogue of Friedman's chi-square test based upon the trea~ent means of the 
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within-block ranl:s. .!.'ransfon;-,ation frorr: ranks to normal scores might be expected 

to improve the pO\Jer of ttis nonnararnetric test. Such a procedure is to be 

applied first to all m = k+l treatment means including the control, then the 

control is deleted and the test is applied to the remainir.g m = k treatment 

means, then to the highest m = k-1 doses, and so on until the first time that 

E2 is not statistically significant. That dose level ~ 1 then becomes the m K-m+ 
highest recorr~endable dose level. 

Williams :proposed a test statistic which in form is identical to ~tudent's 

t-statistic, 

t = 
(~ - yk-m+l) 

m 

where s2 is experimental error mean square in the randomized block experiment 

\>lith k + 1 treatments in r complete blocks. H .s table of cr::. tical values of 

this statistic includes the case of infinite error degrees of freedom, and thus 

the nonparametric analogue of this test if available, based either upon sums 

of within-block rar~s or sums of the corresponding normal scores. 

Simpler procedures with similar but not identical :poHer characteristics 

may be generated by application of the Abelson and I'ukey (Ann. Math. Stat., 

1963, p. 1347) linear contrasts for testing ordered alternatives. In this case 
k _ m _ 

the linear contrast J:. c.Y. = !: ck +"yk +" given by 
k-m+l 1 1 1 ~m 1 -m 1 

j m-i+l 
m 

rr ;m-i 
-I{J.. Iii-

is tested in the conventional manner by a one-tailed t-test, 

t -

Again, the non:parametric analogue of this test may be appli€~ to rank sun1s or 

sums of tramsformed ranks. 
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'i'he above procedures do lean beavil~/ upon monotonici ty and suffer power 

~osses \>1hen monotonici ty is viola ted, as in the empirically suggested case 

\~hen the \>Ieight gain response ap:!_)ears to show a dip at the second highest dose 

level in a number of antibiotic f,·ed additive trials. Protection against this 

tYPe of violation of monotonici t~' may be achieved by turning to Dunnett's prc,

cedure for multiple comparisons tdth a control as an alternative to \·!illiaro's 

procedure. Thus, the ''control'' mean Y k 1 is compared with the maximum of 
m- + 

the remaining m-1 treatment means Ym-k+2,··· ,Yk by a Dunnett t-test, using only 

the upper tail of this test statistic. Again, nonparametric analogues of this 

test are available. 

A substantial disparity still exists between the specificity of assump

tions underlying regression procedures and those underlying tests for ordered 

alternatives. Regression procedures exploit more (assumed) prior information 

about the dose response relationship and are thereby potentially more efficient 

when the assumptions are (approximately) correct. The particular assumption 

that Uy/ dx is positive and monotonic has wide empirical suppc.·rt and is the basis 

for selecting certain explicit regression fUnctions with this property; mono

tonicity of dy/dx is not exploited at all, hov1ever, by existing techniques for 

testing against ordered alternatives. A need was therefore se.en to exist for 

tests against ordered alternatives with the additional restriction that 

(Mi+l- M1 )/(xi+l- x1 ) is also monotonic. Such procedures for testing against 

monotone-concave or convex alternatives have recently been developed by J. L. 

Rosenberger (unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Cornell University, 1977). 
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ILUJS'I'H/1TIOI'iS CF REGHES3ION !>1E'TIIGD0I.DGY 

Least squares methods will be used to fit three-parameter models of the 

form 

Y=a+bg(X;c). 

Such models might be regarded as linear on a transformed dose scale g(X;c); but 

as f~nctions of the parameters, these models are nonlinear in b and c. In certain 

special cases such as g(X;c) =X+ cX2 , the model may be reparameterized into a 

form 11hi~h is linear in the neH pararr,eters; thus 

is line<;r in the new paramete:::-s a~<, b·:r, and c·::·, where 

vlhen s··lch a linear repsre.meterization is not possible, then nonlinear least squares 

methods hl1st be employed in estimating the unknowns a, b, and c. 

TI1e particular examples of g-functions to be illustrated here are 

Unrestricted quadratic in X 

Unrestricted quadratic in /X 
Quadratic-horizontal in X 

Quadratic-horizontal in IX 

Mitcherlich model 

Log~ linear rodel 

g(X; c) 

g(X; c) 

g(X;c) 

g(X; c) 

I+(c--/X) 

g(X; c) 

g(X; c) 

:::: X + cX2 

= IX + eX 

= (c-X) 2 I+(c-X) 

= 

::;: 

::;: 

{~ 
eX e 

if X:::; c 
if X> c 

if /X~ 
if !X> 

log (X + c' 
E' I 

c 
c 

Nonlinear le2st squares. A formula Y = f(X;a,b,c) for predicting a "dependent 

variable" Y from the "independent variable(s)" X will involve some "unknown 

parameters 11 , say a, b, and c. The formula is said to be nonlinear in the 

parometers if any of the partial derivatives 0Y/~a, ?:Y/oh, oY/~c depend upon 

any of the ur~nown parameters. When this occurs, then the least squares 
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solution for the unknNms a, b, e.t:d. c can ordinarily be calculB.ted only by i tera

tive methods. 

Each stage of iteration produces a revised set of estimates of a, b, and c. 

The next stage then consists of (i) calculating the predlction errors e = y -

f(X; a,b ,c) and the partial derivatives oY/'da, ">yj>b ?JY/ C;c e.t each dose level ,. 
•.) J ' ""' 

and (ii) calculating the rr:-..1ltiple linea.r regression of the "clependent variable" e 

on the three ''independent variables" 'dY/ oa, oY/ "'b, ?:Y/oc. The three corresponding 

multiple linear regression coefficients then constitute the corrections which (iii) 

ec-e algebraically added to a, b, a'"'l c, respectively, to form the revised estimates 

for the next stage. The process continues until such corrections become negligible. 

Models of the forre Y = a + bg(X;c) are nonlinear because 

oY 
da = l 

oY db = g(X; c) cY = b ?Jg(X;c) 'de ~c--

and except for oY/da = 1, these pa:tial derivatives do depend upon unknown par

ameters. In the log-linear case, for example, where Y = a + b log(X + c) 1-1e have 

(;y ...-- = 1 
da 

'y 
~ = log(X + c) 

or when fitting Y = a + b(c - /X) 2 I+(c - /X) then 

cY = 1 
ay 
"de= 2b(c -/X)I+(c -/X). 

Estimation in these nonlinear cases of Y = a+ bg(X;c) begins with any 

reasonable guesses for the values of a, b, and c. The guessed values are then 

successively adjusted by a three-vr:.riable linear regression algorithm to ulti

mately produce the least squares estimates. The dependent variable in this re

gression algorithm is the calculated residual 

e=Y-a-bg(X;c), 

which is to be linearly regressed upon the two independent variables 

and 

~y Xb :db= g(X;c) 

=>= b ?lg(X; c) 
Clc 
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The c0efficients (ir;cludir.g the intercept as a 

obtained tn the regression e~uation 

c0efficient of X c oY/oa = l) 
a 

e = A + BXb + CXc 

are the ad,iUstments 1-1hich w:ll give the revised eftirnateE a', b', and c ': 

a' = a +A b'=b+B c' = c +C. 

The coefficients A, B, and C all c0nverge to zero in successive applications of 

this algorithm, and the ite~ation process then terminates. 

At termination, the second degree statistics of the final n:DJ.ltiple linear 

regression analysis com.e int .. ; use for calculating standard errors and cova~iance~:: 

of the least squares estir:e::es a, b, and c, as well as the residual mean sql.lare. 

Since 3 parameters are estir:ated in the regression equation, degrees of freedOL': 

in the residual sum of squa.:ces are 3 less than the number levels including control; 

thus, if the treatment design consisted of k levels plus the control then df for 

residuals are k + 1 - 3 = k - 2. Expresse:d on a "per experimental unit" scale, 

the residual mean sauare s 2 is then given by the form~la 
- Y•X 

k - 2 

if the Y-variable in the regression calculations was the mean for r replicates 

(locations) or 

= ·--··--
r(k - 2) 

if the Y-variable was the total for r replicates. Expressed on the '~er experi

mental unit" scale, the n:.3idual mean square s 2 is directly comparable to the 
Y•X 

experimental error mean squa.re (E1•1S = levels X locations MS) calculated from an 

analysis of variance (anov) of the complete (k + 1) X r data table. 

The 

x. 
c are: 

other second. degree statistics 

~ 
(2:\)2 

E~ = 
k + 1 

(~)(Ee) 

= ~e - k + 1 

from the final regressi(")n of 

(EX ' 2 

Ex2 EX2 c' = c c k + 1 

Exe=EXe c c 

(r.x )(L.e) 
c 

k + 1 

e on \ and 
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Correction terns involving the factor I:e should, in fact, be zero since I:e should 

ha·re converged to zer". The regression coefficients B and C ._s well as the inter

cept A should likewise have converged to zero: 

A = (Le - BL\- - crx )/ (k + 1\ ~c , I 

B = vbbi:~e + vbc Ex e ~o c 

c = vbc~e + v De e ~o cc c 

Coefficients denoted here by v's are the elements of the inverse of the 2 x 2 

matrix of corrected sums of squares and cross products of \ a.11d Xc: 

[
vbb vbc1 = [I:Y~ 
vb v r~ x c cc -Q c 

or 

Dc2 
c 

vbb = 
~De~ - (~xc)2 

E 2 
~ v = cc 

I:~Ex~ - (L~xc)2 

-~XC 
vbc = 

~r.x~ - (L~xc )2 

These v-coeff'icients a.lso appear in the forlllllas for the standard errors of 

the least squares estimates; in particular, 

5 2 EMS 
= -- v c r cc 

EI..f: 
s = -- v be r be 

where ~5 is the error mean square (levels X locations MS) from the analysis of 

variance. 
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A data set. The meth0ds are illustrated on bJO different data sets, A and B, the 

first of which eYJlibits a relatively smell error variance and produces satisfactory 

results under most methods. Experimental error variance is relatively large in 

data set B, and all methods then indicate a low (or even negative) maximum recom

mendable dose. In both cases t:r.e data are synthetic, having been deri vecl f'ron 

real data but modified for these purposes of illustration. 

The data are presented in the format of a tvo-¥1ay table ·~·lith colu]J'ns repre

senting replicates (locations or blocks) and are analyzed by analysis of variance 

( anov) as a randomized complete block design ( Sneclecor, G. \v. and Cochran, H. G. , 

1967, p. 300). A summary statistic required from the analysis of variance table 

is the standard error of a treat~ent mean, 

I Error mean sq_ua::ce s- ::: 
Y \ number of replicates 

==/EMS 
'\ r 

which is listed belo1-1 the anov table. Also listed here is the coefficient K in 

the formula for calculating the smallest detectable slope E = Ks , 
Y•X 

K = 2(t.95 - t.75) 

\_lrtk + 1) 
df == r(k + 1) - 2. 

The residual mean square s 2 reouired to complete the calculation of E is obtained y·x • 
from regression analysis as illustrated below. 

Data Set A 

Level Location Mean 
X l 2 _3 y ---
0 1.47 1. 33 l. 52 1.44 

10 1. 59 l. 56 1.62 l. 59 

20 l. 65 1.57 1. 58 1.60 

40 1.66 1.65 1.70 1.67 

80 1. 61 1. 6~( 1.76 l. 6[. 



Level 4 

loce.tion 2 

Erro~ 0 

- J.8 -

a. nov 

ss 
.110'(6 

.016 

.0218 

s- = j· 002'725 
y " 3 

~..s 

. 02~(69 

.Oo8 

.002'(2~ 

= .030139 

K = 2(1.7709 - .6938) = .006953 
80/3(5} 

Analysis 0f an unrestricted quadratic in X. Conventional, non-iterative, multiple 

linear regression methods r::.ay be used to fit the unrestricted quadratic model 

to the m.ean responses Y at dose levels X. If the estimate b* i.s positive and c··'" 

is negative then this quadratic curve peaks at the level -b'~/(2c·':·). If this esti

mated level falls within t~e range of test levels (0 to 80 in case A), then the 

maximum recoru..'Il.enclable level is given by the loHer, one-sided 95% confidence limit 

where t denotes the 95t r. percentile of Student's t on k (r - l) df. 

If the estiqe -b·::-; (2c~·) exceeds the maximum tested level then the method 

for determining ~{imum recommendable close level utilizes the above formula for XL 

but with b~~ replaced by b>~r - E, € = Ks The estinates sb2 .;;- and s,0 .::·c':· as well 
y•x 

as s2-:~ remain unchangec~, and s 2 
c y•x 

is the residual mean square (on a per experi-

mental unit basis) obtained from fitting the quadratic regression function. 

Fitting this "unrestricted quadratic in X11 m::>del to the data set A by three

variable linear regression methods, our dependent variable Y is the mean response 

at dose level X, and our tHo independent variables may be notationally defined as 



X and 
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giving: 

~-:< X., 
c··~-

0 0 

10 10C 

20 400 

40 1600 

80 6400 -
Mean 30 1700 

~-: = 4000 r.x~~:- = 

l"x. ,,_x ·'' = 33 X 104 
--o·· c" 

Zx.2.,.Lx2 .•.• - (L..x_ >·.X .-::_.) 2 = 806 X 
O" c·· --o .. c-

vb*b* = 3.628 x 10-3 

2924 

-5 
vb.:;.c'c = -4.0943 X 10 

y 

Llc!: 

L 5S: 

l.6o 
1.6'( 

1.68 

1.596 

X 104 

= vb''·b." L:lc .... y + vb'" .. :Ex --:·Y = 8. 290 X 10-3 ·· --o· "c' c· 

•• c" = V ·'' ,,.Lx_ •··Y + v ·~ ... zx "y = -r(.lOO X 10-5 b"c"- -o.. c"c'' c" / 

= y - b~'\·:} - c'~xc·::- = 1.46815 

sb.;} = sylvb.~b·:} = .030139/.008290 = 2.744 X 10-3 

s ''· = s-/v , ... ·. = 2.123 x 10-5 
c" y c"c" 

2 -8 
S ·"· ·"· = s -vb·•,,c ·',',· = -3. r(19 X 10 • b"c" y c 

The estimated quadratic regression function 

Y = 1. 46815 + • 008290X - . 0000'(109X2 

achieves its naximum value at 

58.3 
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as illustrated in Figure 2. Tne sum of sq_uares due to regression 7 

'Hhen expressed on a "pe!' experimental unit •· basis by applying the factor r 5: 

• 033'(0'{r = .101121, 

is seen to account for a ::na.jor fraction of the sum of sq_uares "among levels" from 

the anov: 

df ss 
Regression 2 .10112 

Residi.:.al 2 .005)64 ---
Level.:: ~-

Error 8 

Regression thus accounts for a fraction 

.10112 

.ll0'(6 

.11076 

.0218 

= • 913 

M..S 

.ool.~82c 

. 002'725 

of surr1 of scuares among levels, and the residual nean square 

s 2 = .004820 y·x 

cl.oes not D .. :Lffer significantly fror:'. the experimental error mean square. The 

F-statistic 

F = .004820 

.002725 
= 1.77 

on 2 and 8 c:.t' is not statistically significant. 

Since the maximum of the estioated quadratic curve does occur uithin the 

range of test dose levels, 0 < 58.3 < 80, then the fornn.l1a for the 1m.,er confidence 

limit XL is directly appli~able. The req_uired 95t~ pe:!.·centi1e from the tables of 

Student's t distribution on 8 df is (see, for exa.uple, Documenta Geigy Scientific 

Tables, Seventh EQition) 

t = 1.8595. 



~, 
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Cal~ulating other conp0nent parts of x1 , 11e get 

-16 ::: 251. SZ(O X 10 

2( 2 2 ? ) ( 8 )2( 66 -16 8 -16) t Sb.;:-S -·;- - sb--:r -::- = l. 595 - 33 • 93 X 10 - 13. 31 X 10 c· c 

and then 

= 58_:_9336 X x_ 
L 

- -16 
= b9. 5201 X 10 

10-B - 12.8593 X 10-8 - 1.859~182.4069 X 

2(50.5379 X 10-lO - 15.5845 X 10-lO) 

lc·lt 
= 30. 

Kxcept insofar as the unrestricted quadratic curve does come reasonably close 

to e.ll five G.ata points in Figure 2, the data othel"'\vise give no hint of a maximun 

response betv1een 40 ::; X ::;; 80. T'ne quadratic peak is therefore relatively flat, 

and. consequently difficult to estinate 11ith any precision, resulting in a lower 

co~~idence limit, 30, at about one-half the value of the point estimate, 58.3. 

Analxsis of the quadratic-horizontal in X. The occurrence of a peak bet~-1een 

40 :o:; X ~ 80 may indeed be simply an artifact of quadratic curvature, and may be 

alte1·ed from a peak to a plateau by imposing such a restriction on the fitted 

quadratic function. An U..'1restricted quadratic curve is symmetric about its peak 1 

first increasing to its maximum value and then decreasing in exactly the same 

manner. The second, decreasing half of the curve will now be replaced by a hori

zontal line extending to the right of the peak and forming a plateau, as shown in 

Fig-1::::-e 3· The t'·IO segments of such a curve may be expressed by the formula 

Y = { a + b(c - X) 2 

a for X > .::,: • 

for X :::;; c 

In the present context, a and c 'Hill be positive numbers and 1: •dll be negative. 

The parameter c in this model corresponds to -b"'/ (2c-:c) in the previous model, 

being the location at 1-1hich the plateau begins. As in the unrestricted case, the 
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quadretic-l:orizoLtal cur'.·e 1-111i::!l: best fits the ci..:-J.tc (in the least s:::_uares sense) 

may involve a c-velue l>'hich exceecl.s the maximum testec.~ c.l.ose level. The segment of 

the curve ;.rhich does fall ·1-1i thin the range of test levels is the pure quadratic 

segu:ent, and is in fact then identical to the first half of the least squares un

restricted quac:ratic curve. Tr.us, Hhenever a least squares, unrestricted quadratic: 

curve produces a peak bey<::·ncl the test level range, then a quadratic-linear curve 

will procluce exactly the same curve. In such circurJstances the procedure for 

deterrruning a maximum reco7~end~cle dose level reverts to the method described 

earlier, >lhere b-:: is replaced by b-::· - € in the formula for calculating x1 • 

The segmented, or tuo-phase, quadratic-horizontal model is a nonlinear 

function in terms of the unknown parameters b and c, and requires nonlinear least 

squares e~.timation procedures. J..s outlined earlier, this procedure is iterative 

and consists of successi're adjustL"1ents to the estimates a, b, and c until the 

adjustments converge to zero. Tne process begins "\dth "reas~ .1able guessed values" 

for a, b, and c, and in the quadratic-horizontal case these initial values for a, 

b, a..lld. c nay be tal<.en fro::-;. the coefficients a~~, b:;, and c~:- of the easily calculated 

least sc::_u&res unrestricted quadratic curve. As noted above, the para.nteter c of the 

quadratic-horizontal curre corresponds to -b~:-; (2c·:~), and hence the initial value for 

c becomes 

Initial values for a and b are then given by 

b = c· . .-

Applying these formulas t0 data set A gives the initial estimates: 

a = l. 71 b = -. 0000"( 

Adjustments to these initial estimates are obtained by a three-stage process 

11hich consists first of calculating the two independent variables 

?·Y = ::: 
~ 

and the dependent variable 

g(X; c) =- ( ( c - X) 2 if X ~ c 
l 0 if X > c 

= { 02b(c - x) if X~ c 
if X> c 
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e = y - ( \ = (Y - a - t (c - X) 2 if X ~ c 
6 - bg X; c' LY - a if X > c 

Using c1ata set A am~ the above initial values for a, b, and c vle obtain· 

X y y v e "' "b c ----
0 1.44 3398.89 -.008162 -. 0320'{('7 

10 l. 59 2332.89 -. 006'(62 . 04 33023 
20 1.60 11_~66. 89 -.005362 - .oo·r3rr7 
40 1.67 334.89 -.002562 -.01655'77 
80 1.68 0 0 -.03 

At X = 10, for exaruplt, 

X. = (58. 3 
0 

X = -.00014(58.3 - 10) 
c 

= 2332.89 = -. 006'(62 

e = 1.59- 1.71 + .00007(2332.89) = .Ot~33023. 

The next and major step consists of calct<.lating tl1e rr11ltiple linear regression 

of the dependent variatle e or. the t~10 independent variables ~ and Xc. Denoting 

the intercept of this regression by A, the slope with respect to \ by B, and the 

slope 11ith respect to X by c, this calculation gives 
c 

A = -. 0365664 B = -.0000341 

l·:here extended cl.ecimals are being carried to a.llo•1 the reader to check the arith

metic operations. These represent algebraic adjustments to be applied to the 

initial estimates, ancl ti.1e third step in the iteration then produces the revisecl 

estimates with 11hich to begin the ne1:t iteration, 

c = 58.3 - 17.3145586 

::: -. 000101~]_ 

All three steps must now be repeated, recalculating \' Xc' and e using data 

set A and these revised estimates of a, b, and c: 
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~ X e c 

16'{1:-. CST ( 5 -. 0035195'( -.05SX))99'( 

956.38292 - . 0064 3~(84 .01611294 

4 37 .8~(410 -. 001< 35611 -. 0?(856£.1; 

65.6441';" -.ooo192o5 -. oo33444s· 

0 0 . 0065663~( 

A c -.000'(6095 B::;; -. 0000513"( c = -4.81260096 

1.6"(34336 -.0001041 40.9254414 

a= 1. 6726~(265 b = -. 0001554~( c = 36.11284044 

The iteration process thus continues in this manner. If the above calcu

lations are referred to as the first and second iterations, then the follm1ing 

calculations constitute the tenth iteration: 

~ X e 
c 

1335·364551 -.01203629966 -.01228341091 

704.5117479 -.008742531176 .03382243489 

2'(3. 6589442 -.005448762690 -.02713403444 

0 0 - • 0022024 94r{68 

0 0 . 00'(797505232 

A = 4 X 10-lO B = 4 X lO-l2 c = 4.258 X 10-7 

1. 6722024)4 -.00016468842 36.54264018 

a = 1. 6722025 b = -. 0001647 c = 36.54264 

This tenth set of adjustments are negligible, and the above values for a, b, 

and c are taken to be the least squares estimates. Second degree statistics ob

tained from this tenth multiple linear regression analysis are: 

E~ = 1283935.441 LX2 ;:: 1.134160!.~ 33 X 10-4 
c 

LYOXC = -:1. 58'74 7406 L:e2 -- .002096'7472 

vbb = . ~9932 v 10-b v = 113128.819'~ " cc 
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The plct<:-at:. is es:.ir.-Jted t~" start at t:C.e level c = 36. 542t., 6r.d t:1e standard ern::::-

0f c is estirnatec b:,· 

s--..r;;- == .03013S'(~3b.j463) -- 10.1371. y cc 

'rne l11Bx:i:?J.r:1 rec':l:::::.endable d0se le\·el il:: n0;.; giYer. Ly the lover confidence limit 

36.5426- l.B5S5(10.l37l) = rr.7. 

Analysis of an ur,restricted quadratic in IX . The reason for spacing dose levels 

at ever 1-lider ir:tervals is the anticipated decrease in slope of the response 

function at higher dose levels. A nonlinear transformation g(X;c) of the dose 

scale 1·1hich induces relatively greater contractions at higher dose levels woulC. 

tend to counteract this tenctency for slope to decrease. Slope with respect tCI 

this trar..sformeC. scale would thus ter.d to be more nearly constant. The square 

ro0t transformation does have greater effect at the higher levels; the differen:::e 

between 1 ~~d 4, for exauple, being the same as the difference between 64 and 81 

v!hen plotted on the square root scale. Failure to exactly stabilize slope by this 

tra.nsformation may be roughly accommodated by adding a quadratic term to the model. 

A quadratic term on the /X scale is linear tn X, thus producing: 

Hhen b-~~ is p!isitive and c* is negative, this curve peaks at 

b* 
or X = (.J' :~l/2 • 

2c"·' 

If (b':-) 2/(2c:··r~ lies '~ithin the range of test levels, then a lower confidence 

limit~ on (-b*)/(2c*) may be computed as before and then squared to obtain the 

recomn1endable dose level x1 . If (b-~'c) 2/(2c·:~) 2 exceeds the largest test level, then 

1-1e may revert to calculating the smallest detectable slope € and a lower confi

dence limit on the dose level at which the slope € is achievec.. This slope E is 

calculated vii th respect to the original scale X, 1-1hich is proportional to both 

the price and the mass of the antibiotic, 

dY 
dX = 
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The least squares fit of data set A tn this m0del is obtained by applying 

three-variable linear regression analysis to 

where 

r.y2 = .03692 

2::~-::-y = 1. :218250812 

y ~* X '~ c 

1.44 0 0 

1.59 110 10 
1.60 ./25 20 
1.67 ;r;o 40 
1.68 lBO 80 

L~{_C = 45.08831175 Lx2:c = 4000 c" 

Lx -··.y = 9·7 E:xl)v.X -"- = 402.4922359 c· .. c·· 

v -·· .v. = . 002456694 c·c" 

s... ••. ,,_ = sgv .. c ."- = -. 00001992 [)" c .. y b " c .. 

5 - 3 

s = .030296 y·x 

c* = -.0028866755 

.00030595 
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A Deok in t~e respc~2e curve is estimated t0 occur at 

11hich is beyond the lB:rt::est test level of 80. Rather than crmstruct a lowec 

confidence limit on this extrapolated peak locati0n we may calculate 

and then 

E = .006953s = .00021065 
y•X 

-b.- c··· .. ( ,. 

2[ ( c~~ 

The lo11er c-Jnfidence li1d t x1 then becomes 

IX: = .000094623 - .0000707634 = 6.3547 
1 . 0000037545 

or 

Exactly this same solution v1ould be obtained 1f we were to fit a restricted, 

quadratic-horizontal in IX . The quadratic segment of this t"lvo-phase model would 

be 

Y = 1. 44079'(6"(0 + • 0527875 59afx - . 0028866755X 

for X::;; 83.6, exactly as in the above u11..restricted rr.Ddel, and the horizontal seg .. 

ment ''ould then begin at this level. The quadratic segment is seen to fit the 

means of data set A quite closely in Figure 4, the multiple correlation coefficient 

being 
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Analt~~::; _r;f the -~tltcherJJ~l: r~Ddel. A concave quadratic 0n aEy scale 'l'(X) incor

porates the feature of a maximum response at a finite dose level. The Vd.tcherlich 

model 

,. "' c X 
1 == a + .... e 

retains the feature of 1nc:ceasing to a definite maximum, but this curve achieves 

its rc.axim.Jm (a) or.ly at an infinite C.ose level. The earlier question of 1-1hett.er 

to construct a lower confidence lireit on the maximizing dose level, where the 

slope is zero, or on the d~se level at which the slope is E, cannot be an issue 

-when the N.itcherlich model is used. 

The dose level x at which the derivative of the ~~tcherlich function equals 
E 

E is given by 

X 
E 

Tl:is solution depe:r:c1s upcn the two unknown parameters b and c, but depends upon b 

only truough the ~unction 

d = .en be. 

In terms of the estimates c and d, a lower confidence limit ~ for x€ is given by 

(t)2 2 l - ·- s c c 

T'ne parameter ~ is t"he asymptotic maxirrrJ.m of the Ni tcherlich function with 

negative b and c pararneters, and a reasonable initial value for the asymptotic 

maximum is readily obtaineG by inspection of the data. Initial values for b and c, 

needed to begin the nonline~r least squares iterations, may then be obtained by 

calculating a simple linear regression of in(a - Y) on dose level X, since 

Y = a + becX 

a - Y b eX 
= - .e 

m(a - Y) = fu( -b) + eX • 
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The lntercept of this sir.-,ple linear regression thus r-r0vi.des an initial value f0r 

!n( -b), which may be transfon:ed into an initial \"alue for b, and the slope pro

vides an initial value f0r c. EstiD1.<:1tion then proceeds iteratively by calculating 

the tv10 independent variable::-

~~d the dependent variable 

2Y ~Y == e ~ .. X 
c 

e = Y - a - bY0 

bXed 

The adjustments A, B, and C t~ be applied to the estiL~tes a, b, and c are then 

obtained from the linear regressioc c:£' e 0r, Xb er;d X", 

e = A + B~ + CXc 

Inspection of data set A shows thet a = 1.7 is a reasonable, rough guess of 

the maximum response. An equally rough calculation C'f ln(a - Y): 

X 

0 

10 

20 
40 
80 

regressed on X gives: 

slope 

intercept 

Using these values for b and 

X 

0 

10 

20 

40 
80 

y 1.7 - y 

1.1+4 .26 

1.59 .ll 

1.60 .10 

1.67 .03 
1.68 .02 

::: - .030725 = c 

= -1.73425 = .~n( -b) 

c together 'lvith a = 

~ X 
c 

1 0 

·73547 -L 29832 
.54-0)'l -1.90974 

.2925~ -2.06600 

.C8561 -1. 2o896 

£n(l.7 -- Y) 
-l. 35 
-2.21 

-2.30 

-3.51 
-3.91 

b ::: -.17653 

1.7 ,,.e then calculate 

e 

-.08347 

.01983 

-. 00451 
.02165 

-. 00489 
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and 

A = -. 05S'33 B ::: -. 0120~ c = -. 04Z(6 

l.'l - .1'(653 -. 030'(25 ---
a = 1. SLo:::- b -.18857 c -· -.0734er 

These revised values for c.., t, and c then give the reca1cu1c::.ted: 

X. X e 
0 c ---

1 0 -.01210 

.47958 -. 904 34 . 03976 

.22999 -.86740 .00270 

.05290 --39899 • 0393C 

.00280 -.04221 .03986 

A = .03614 B = -. 04 31"( c :::; -.002278 

~.64~67 -.18857 -.07348~ 

a = 1.67681 b = -. 23170 c = -. 075763 

After tvo more iterations tbe results are 

A = -.0000003 B = -.0000008 c = .OC0002T 

1.676577 -.231667 -. 075771+ 

a = 1.676577 b = -.231668 c = -.075771 

~= .66546 Lx2 = 1. crr12 .L.x x = .14800 
c o c 

.L.~.L.x~ - (L.x. X )2 = 
0 c . 69094 

vbb = 1. 55035 v = .96312 v = -. 21420 cc be 

L.e2 = .001205 s = / rL.e2 = .04251 y·x "I 5 - 3 

From the anov of data set A we then compute 

€ = .006953s = .0002956 y·x 



,..__ 
C3C'l?<H,. 

• - ..1 .)/1 ;tb 

== .037527 

~l -

:::; -.00019<+6 

s 
c 

The estirnated d~se level x at which dY/ dX = E is now 
€ 

x = 1 Jn be = 53 o 
€ - c € '-'' 

.o~cu~ 
~ ~ cc 

= 029578 

In order to calculate a lower confidence limit from the forrcula for XI, we a.lso 

need: 
s2 s2 2s 

s2 
.b 

+ c + be = .l564l;.9 :::: - --d b2 c2 be 

-- = .010707 . 
c 

Substitution into the formula for x1 with t = 1.8595 then gives 

~ = 36.1 . 

Analysis of the log-linear mndel. The common use of logarithmically equal spadng 

of test dose levels to accommodate that anticipated reduction in slope at higher 

dose levels, suggests that the anticipated form of the response curve is approxi

mately log-linear: 

Y = a + b log(X + c). 

Like the ~~tcherlich, this function increases forever but at a decreasing rate, 

dY _ b 
dX - X i:-c 

which converges to zero. TI1e dose level 

b 
X = - - C 

€ € 
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at w!;i::::h dY/dX t.as dirr.ir.ished to the value E is estiml'lted to exceed the limit 

The value of c seemingly anticipated in choosing a geometric series of dose 

levels is c = 0; this would provide a reasonable and convenitnt initial value to 

start the Lonlinear iterations while also providing a statistical basis for testing 

whether c does differ significantly from zero. Regressing Y on log X at the test 

levels X > 0 1 

Y = a + b log X 

also provides initial values of a and b to start the nonlinear least sque1·e<: 

iterations. These iterati0ns consist of calculating 

cY Xb = db = log(X + c) 
oY b 

XC = oc = X + c 

e = Y - a - bXb 

and the multiple linear regression of e on Xb and Xc' 

e = A + BXb + CXc 

to obtain the adjusted parameter estimates a + A, b + B, and c + c. 

Regression of Y on ln X in data set A produces the equation 

Y = 1.471 + .o49£n X 

with a residual sum of squares of .00072 on 2 df and a correlation coefficient of 

r = . 943 between Y and in X with one df. This correlation is statistically sie;

nificant when tested by anov: 

df 

Control vs. Test levels 1 

Among Test levels 3 

Regression on Jn X 

Residual 

Error 8 

1 

2 

Sc• 
L) 

.09126 

.0195 
.01734 

.00216 
.0218 

MS 

.01734 

.00108 

.002725 

F 

6.36 
0.40 
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The residual !!lean sq_"..lare, expressed on a "per e:>.:perimental unit" basis as 

3(.00072)/2 = .00106, is of the same order of magnitude as the experimental error 

mean square. The evidence thus provided by the t'~o indicated F-tests is su:fficient 

to conclude that c = 0 provides an adequate fit. 

The value for x in this special case is calculated as follows: 
E 

E(£n X- tn--x) 2 = 2.402265 

s = j .00100 = .03286 
Y•X 

sb = .03013~ = .01945 

€ = .006953s = 
Y•X 

level 
X I -- --
0 
1 
2 
4 
8 

16 

8.07 
8.28 
8.96 
8.00 
9.18 
9.13 

Levels 

Locations 

Error 

.0002285 X 
€ 

Data Set B 

I.ocaticn 
II III -- -

'7. 58 8.29 
8.23 8.36 
8.54 8.49 
9.44 9.01 

7-65 9·75 
8.86 9·73 

anov B 

df 

5 

3 
15 

ss 
3.o466 

.9838 

3· 9250 

b 
=- = 

€ 

IV --
8.19 
8.61 
8.63 
8.75 
8.04 
9.02 

MS -
.6o9 
.328 
.262 

•y =[if} = .256 

K = 2(1.717 - .686) = .0263 
16./4tbY 

on 15 df. 

214.44 

Mean 
y 

8.0325 
8.37 
8.655 
8.8 
8.655 
9.185 

F 

2.32 
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Regres_~_i,·m analyses of a second data set. A substantially rr.cre erratic data set 

,.;j_ll now be analyzed by some of the preceding methods to illtc.;;trate the ways in 

vlhich the methods break dmm. Both the nurr,ber of levels tested and the number of 

replicatPs ere increased by one in clata set B, but the experimental error is so 

large relative to treatment differences that an F-test of treatment effects is noL. 

significant at the 5 percent level. 

A quadratic-horizontal n::odel fitted to these treatment means produces the 

segmented curve 

y = { 8.8952 - .0389(4.6758 - X) 2 

8.8952 ·for X > 4.6758 

for X ~ 4. 6758 

but the estirr..ated standard error attaching to 4.6758 is 2.9878, resulting in & 

nec.;ative lo'ller confidence limit on the dose level at the start of the plateau. 

The 1,~itcherlich oodel fitted to data set B accounts for 82.44 percent of tbe 

treatment sum of squares, leaving a residual mean square s 2 = .178344. The dose 
y•x 

level x at 1·1hich the slope of the fitted curve 
€ 

achieves a slope of E = .Oo896 is x = 28.26. The estimated Jtandard error attach
€ 

ing to 28.26 is 18.16, resulting in a negative lower confidence limit. 

1~e m~st revealing case is the quadratic regression 

df ss -- -
Quad. regression on IX 2 2.6843 

Linear on IX 1 2.6402 

Quad. elim. linear 1 .0441 

Residual 3 .3623 

Error 15 3-9250 

The "linear on /X 11 model 

y = 8.133 + .258/X 

clearly provides an adequate fit to the treatment means. 

the slope 

on IX 

MS F - -
1.342 5.12 

2.640 lO.o8 

.044 0.17 

.121 0.46 

.262 

The level x at which 
€ 
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dY _ _E._= .258 
dX -

2/X 2/X 

€ = • 0263./ .102 ;:: • 00[3...; 

X = (· 258 )2 = 235.8 • 
E .0168 

A lov1er cor.:.f'idence limit is given by 

where 

giving 

b - ts 
~ b 

1/.l\.y = ---T 
~ 2€ 

= .081 

~ = 6.80 XL== 46.24 . 
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ILIJJST.R.ATIQJ'·;s OF l·a::TI!ODCIDGY FOR ORDEHED ALTEP.NATIVES 

:t-1ethods of testing agair.:.st ord.e:reG. alternatives are e.x.-tensions of metl:ods for 

testing the null hypothesis x0 == I\ against the one-sided alternative hypothesis 

that M0 < M1 . &~ch extensions are required for testing differences among severu~ 

treatrr.ent means 1-10 , M1 , ~2 , • • ·, :llk in circumstances '"here it raay be assumEd that 

M0 ~ M1 ::: N2 $ • • • $ l\. In tr.e present circumstance this latter assumption con

cerning mean responses to successively higher dose levels is nruch less specific 

than the assumption that, for exa~ple, a quadratic-horizontal regression model is 

an adequate approximation to the dose-respnnse relationship. Analyses based upon 

this less specific assumption of simply an increasing dose-response relationship 

have a correspondingly greater rar.:.ge of applicability and valicli ty, but at the 

cost of reducerl efficienc:y in extracting information from the data. 

The n.ethods referrecl_ to are the sequential t-tests proposed by D. A. Htlhc.ms 

(Biometrics, 1971, p. 116), ac:l corresponding multiple-comparison extensions of the 

Abelson and Tukey rnaxim.tn contrast for monotone alte:rnatives. A test procedure 

proposed by D. J. BartholomeH (Biometri~2' 1961, pp. 325- 332) is also applicable in 

this contezt but does require sooe further development. 

\-lilliams' method in this cor-,te.:>.."t consists of successively coltq)aring the mean 

response at the highest test le-:el with the control mean, then with the mean at the 

lowest test level, then >¥ith tte nean at the next 10"1->est level, etc., until a ::..evel 

is reached lvhere the mean response does not differ significantly from that a·;, the 

highest dose level. If the maximum observed mean resr)onse occurs at the second 

highest rather than at the higf.est dose level then the comparison in each case is 

made with the average response at the tHo highest test levels. Likewise, if the 

largest observed ~ean occurred at the third highest test level then the comparison 

in each case 1vould be with the average :response at the three highest test levels, 

and so O!'l. 

Each test in the sequence o: tests proposed by \·lilliams has the simple form 

of a one-sided t-test} but the Student t-tables are not applicable when means at 

the higher dose levels may be o.r:.:o.lgamated in the manner described above. vlilliams 

tabulated critical values at the .05 and .01 significance levels (Biometrics, 1971: 

pp. 107-lo8) trueing into account such arslgamations. hnen the comparisons are, in 

effect, performed in a prescribed sequence so that a particular comparison is made 

only if all preceding tests were statistically significant, then each of the one-
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sided corrrparisl')ns r;;ay be tested at the same sig.nificar.ce level- say, at the .05 
level. The n0rninal size 0f each test is then . 05, and the actual size is at most 

.05, so the test pr~cedure is conservative. 

The same l'casoning '\>.'OUld apply to a predetermined seq·1ence of s:!ng:!..e (Legree 

of freedom contrasts among tt1e k + l treatment mea.ns. One re-J.sonable procedure of 

this form, for example, might consist of testing for positive slopes in linear 

trend. lines; first linear through all the data, then leg-linear through all but 

the control, then all but the control and the lowest test dose, and so on until a 

log-linear slope is found to be not significantly greater than zero. Alternatively, 

the sequence of contrasts might be the maximin contrasts developed by R. P. Abelson 

and J. vl. Tukey, applieC:. first to all k + 1 treatment means, then to all but the 

cc:::.trol, then to all but tr.e control and the lm-;est dose level, s"ld so on until a 

contrast is found to be not significantly greater than zero 'I>Jhen tested by an 

orclinary t-test. 

Contrast coefficients for the latter procedure are given in Table 1. These 

coefficients '\>1€ derived to produce the largest minir!I'urn pm1er for monotone alterna-

tives; i.e., for any other cor.trast such as the log-linear contrast mentioned above, 

there exists a monotone configuration of "true" means "~<lhe::-e the :pm-1er of the log

linear test is smaller than the minimum power of the Abelson-Tukey test. For this 

reason the Abelson-Tukey coefficients are referred to in Table 1 as the monotone 

(M) maxim.ln coefficients. 

Te.ble 1. Contrast coefficients of the monotone (H) rnaxirr,ir ~ )ntrasts (from R. P. 
i\belson and J. \-1. Tukey, Ar..n. ~1ath. _§tat., 1963) 1358·::-). 

number of levels 

2 l 4 5 6 1 8 2 10 

-. 7lf( -·707 -.699 -.690 -.682 -. 6'74 -.668 -.662 - '656 

·'707 0 -.108 -.155 -.180 -.196 -.206 -. 214 219 
-. ~(0( .108 0 -.052 -.083 -.103 -. J_l7 .127 
--- • 699 .155 .052 0 -.032 -.053 -. C69 

.690 .180 .083 .032 0 -.022 
.682 .196 .103 .053 .022 

• 674 .2oo .117 .069 
.668 .214 .127 

·• The coefficients tabulated by these 
authors have here been nc~malized to .662 .219 
have a sum of sc:_uares equal to unity. .656 



TI1e ~~imin criterion may be applied to the still more 12stricted region of 

the parr~L>eter space defined by mnotone concave alternatives. Such an approach 

'muld e:qloit the prior information that a dose-response function increases at z 

decre~sing rate; i.e., if the doGe leveLs are 0 < X1 < X2 < ••• < Y~, then 

~ ... 
X -X 

.K k-1 

Ta'ble 2 presents the coefficients of the !!::!')not~ conca~ (HC) pa.xiroin contras':.s 

for the ~w most conm10n spacings of levels - equal spacing and logarithmically 

equal spacing. Of all single df contrasts, a test using these coefficients b ,s 

the largest minir;um paver over the region of mr.notone concave alternatives. 

Tatle 2. Contrast coefficients of ti"1e monotone-concave (gc) rr..aximin contrasts f'')l' 

equal s:pa.c ing c:r;d for loga.ri thmica1ly equal spacing (f..rom J. L. Roser.
berge:.~, Ph.D. thesis, Cornell University, 1977). 

2 

-.·ra-r . '(()( 

-. '(0'( 
.'fvr 

-. '(89 
.212 
·5Tf 

-. 765 
.135 
.630 

4 
-.816 

.035 
• 2~(2 
.509 

Equal spacing of levels 

number of levels 

5 
-.826 
-.050 

.121 

.292 

.463 

6 

-.830 
-. OCJ7 

.035 

.166 

.29/ 

.429 

I 
-.831 
-.125 
-.019 

.086 

.191 

.296 

.402 

8 

-.831 
-. ll~2 
-.C55 

• 032 
.119 
.206 
.292 
-379 

Equal spacing of logarithmic levels 

--773 
-.021 

.188 

.606 

- • r{69 
-.ayo 

.025 
• 21(; 
·595 

-.761 
-.098 
-.037 

.o66 

.241 

.589 

-.'{54 
-.119 
-.0~(5 

.013 

.09'"( 

.258 

.580 

-.135 
-.098 
-.026 

• 044 
.119 
. zrc 
·572 

2 
-.829 
-.154 
-.080 
-.006 

.067 

.140 

.214 

. 28'( 

.361 

-·738 
-.1~6 
-.1_14 
-.052 

. 00'{ 

.064 

.136 

.2'"{9 
• 564 

10 

-.828 
-.160 
-. 09'7 
-. 034 
.029 
.092 
.155 
.218 
.281 
.344 

-. 731 
-.153 
-.1~6 
-,!Yj'l 
-.Ol9 
.031 
• Cf(9 
.146 
.284 
.558 
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Parametric metJ-;ods. The sequential procedure propcsed by Ylilliams and the sequence 

of t-tests of maximin contrasts are parametric methods based upon the normality arLc 

addi ti vi ty assumptions underlying anov. Critical values of vlilliams ' t·-statistic 

under these assumptions are listed he~e for analyzing data sets A and B: 

elf 

8 

15 

The form of his t 

where 

2 

1% 2.90 
5i 1.86 

lcp 2.60 
5% 1.75 

statistic is 

t 

"' 

number 

2 
2.99 
1.96 

2.66 
1.84 

s- /2 y 

cf means 

4 5 

3.01 3.03 
2.00 2.01 

2.68 2.69 
1.87 1.88 

l\ = amalgartated mear, at the highest dose level 

Y1 = mean at the ith dose level 

6 

In the case of data set A where tbe treatment ;ans are mcnotE'Jnic to begjn 

with: 

X= 0 10 20 40 80 

-y = 1.44 < 1.59 < 1.60 < 1.67 < 1.68 

there is no amalgamation needed. Applying Williams' sequential prec~dure with 

w-e get first: 

s~ = .C30139/2 = .04262 
y 

t = 1. 68 - 1.44 
.04262 
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This is coqpared to the critical value 3.03 or 2.01 on 8 elf and seen to be sig

nificant at the l percent level, so the sequential procedure continues with: 

- 1. 68 - 1. 59 t ~ = 2.11 • 
• o426~ 

Compared with the table entries 3.01 and 2.00, this is seen ·-.;·::> be significant a.t 

the 5 percent level, so we continue to: 

-t ::= 1.68 - 1.60 = 1.88. 
• 04262 

Coopared >lith the table entries 2. 99 and 1. 96, this test results in termination of 

testing with the conclusion that no significant increase in response occurs beyorlc. 

the dose level X = 20. 

Ya>:::imin contrasts are tested by an ordinary t-test, 

t ::;: L.cY 
s-
Y 

where the c's are the tabulated contrast coefficients and the critical values oft 

are read from Student's t-table. The spacings in data set A are logari thrnical].y 

equal so the second half of Table 2 is applicable. The first test in the sequence 

includes the control level X = 0, however, so Table 2 is no~ applicable at this 

first step. Using Table 1, instead, we get 

X= 0 

-y = 1.44 

c = -.690 

t L.cY 
::;: = s-

y 

and from the t-table on 8 

equally spaced: 

X= 

-y::;; 

c = 

t ::;: 

10 20 40 ·30 

1.59 1.60 1.67 1.68 

-.155 0 .155 .690 

.178 
= 5. 906 

.030139 

df, p < 

10 

1.59 

-·113 

.06937 = 

. 0~01 ~q 

.001. 

20 

1.60 

-.021 

2.302 

Now applying Table 2 to the lcgarithmically 

40 

1.67 

.188 

80 

1.68 

.6o6 

p < .025 
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aGd then pr~ceeding with: 

X = 20 40 e' 
- 1.60 1.67 y = 

c = - ·765 .13~· • 63C 

t :;:: . 05985 1.986 p < .05 
.030139 

The process then terminates with 

X ::: 40 80 

y = 1.67 l.bC 

c :;:: -. 707 . '(07 

t :;:: .00701 = .233 
.030139 

and the conclusion that no significant increase occurs beyonu the dose level 

X= 40. 

Applying the same methods to data set B 

X = 0 1 2 4 8 16 
-y = 8.0325 8.37 8.655 8.8 8.655 

"' M1 = 8.0325 8.37 8.655 8.7275 8.7275 

...... 

and calculating the amalgamated monotone sequence of estimated means M1 by 

averaging the responses at X = 4 and X = 8, we see that amalgamation again has no 

effect upon Hilliams' sequential test. The first step, 

t = 9.185 - 8.0325 = _1_.1~5_2~5 = 
s../2 

y 

3.18, p < .01 

exceeds the 1 percent point 2.70, and the second step 

t- = 9.185 - 8.37 = 2.25, .05 > p > .01 
.362 
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als0 gives statistical significance. Tne next step, hO,·lever, leads to termination 

t::: _2.185_:_8.655 == 1.46 
.362 

and the c0nclusion that r.o significant increase ir, response occurs beyond the dose 

le\'el X == 2. 

Tlle sequence of maximin contrasts leads to the same conr- lusion: 

&.nd then l!sing 

X == 0 l 2 4 8 16 

-
y == 8.0325 

c == -.682 

8.37 8.655 8.8 

-.180 -.052 .052 

8.655 9.185 

.180 .682 

t ;:: 3·300, P < .OC25 
.256 

Table 2: 

X= 1 2 4 8 16 

-y == 8.37 8.655 8.8 8.655 9.185 

c = -.769 -.070 .025 .216 -598 

t = ·53~(== 2.108, 
.256 

X== 2 4 

-y;:: 8.655 8.8 

c ;:: -·773 -.021 

t = .3181 = 1. 220, 
.256 

.05 > p > .025 

8 16 

8.655 9.185 

.188 .606 

.15 > p > .10 . 

Nonparametric methods. Ordered alternative methodology may : ;o be applied to 

rank order statistics. Assigning ranks to the dose levels at a location according 

to tne rank order of the observed responses at that location, and then basing the 

statistical analysis simply upon the ranks, clearly results in a loss of infor

mation. Monotonicity is preserved in ranks, however, and with respect to ordered 
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alternative methodology +_,ne loss in efficiency rr:.ay be expected to be relatively 

srr.all. Concavity of a rr.cnotone sequence is a parametric property \ltich is not 

preserved in the rank-order tro.nsfcrrnation, hOivever, and Table 2 is therefore not 

applicable to nonparametric methrxi:;. 

loss in efficiency result:i.ne; from the rarJ-.-nrder transformation may be reduce<'. 

by the further transformation frcn rar.ks to the norm.'ll scores listed in Table 3. 

As for any other nonparar.:;etric method, error variance is knmm ~ p~iori and is 

listed f0r the nornal scores in Table 3· Error mean square, which must be esti

n~ted, with k(r - l) df in the parametric case is perfectly ~.nown or, in effect, 

estimated •;ith infinite df in the nonparametric case. The tables of Williams or 

the Student t-tables are therefore entered with infinite df when analyzing means 

of normr:el scores at several dose levels, as given at the bottom of Table 3· 

Table 3· Ncrmal score transformation of rank order (from CRC Handbook for Pro"t~i
bility and Statistics). 

Er.r.k number of treatments 
order 2 1 4 5 6 

l . 56419 .84628 1.02938 1.16296 1.26721 
2 -. 56419 0 . 29701 .49502 .64rr6 

3 -.84628 -. 29"(01 0 .20155 
4 02938 -.49502 -.20155 

5 -1.16296 -.64176 
6 -1.26721 

-----
s2 .63662 ·71619 .76523 . 798~(6 .82332 

Hilliams' table for infinite df 

lei ;o 2.326 2.366 2.377 2.382 2.385 

5% 1.645 l.r(l6 1.739 1.750 1.756 

Table 4. Rank-order transformation of data set A. 

level LJcation Sum of Abelson-'1\l.key 
X 1 2 1 normal scores coefficients 

0 5 5 5 -3.48888 -.690 
10 4 4 3 - ·99004 -.155 
20 2 3 4 0 0 
40 1 2 2 2.15300 .155 
80 3 l 1 2.32592 .690 



Data set A is t:ransforr:;ed to r1c::-:r·al scores in Tttole 4, and the treatment sums 

of normal scores are calculated by :referring to Table 3; at the level X == 10, for 

exam.(lle, 

(-.~9502) + (-.'-'9502) + (o) = -.990G4. 

Since the largest su;:-, of norr:-B.l score3 occurs at the highest dose level, no amalga

mation is needed in calcu:..ati.ng Hilliarns' t-test: 

t = 2.)2592 - (-3.42::38) = _5_._814_8_0 __ -

J 2rS2 j2( 3) (. 79876) 

where S2 = .79876 is read fro~ Table 3. Corr~ared to the critical values 2.382 and 

1. 750 listed in Table 3, thi5 calct:.le.ted vaLle t = 2. 656 is statistically signi.fi

cant. Tne test is tt.erefore repeateC on tLe remaining levels, excluding the contro:i. 

and using norrnal scores f'Jr \. treatr:.u:ts ir" ':'able 3: 

10 4 4 

20 2 3 
40 1 2 

Go ..., l _) 

t = l.7bl7~.- (-2.355··· 

.j2( 3) (. 765225) 

-

3 -2.35577 -.699 
4 -1.02938 -.lOB 

2 1. 62340 .lo8 

1 1. '{6175 .699 

1.922 .05 > p > .01 . 

Tnis value of t is again statistically signi.ficant, indicating that respcnst: 

does increase between the level X = 10 and the level X = 80. The test procedure 

therefore continues '"ith: 

20 2 3 ') -1.69256 -. 707 .) 

-.84628 40 l 2 2 0 t = 1.225 . 
eo < 1 1 . 84628 ·707 ..... 

·-
The critical values of t shm·m in Table 3, 2.366 and 1. 716, are not usable 

in this c3.se of only 3 treatments ir. 3 blocks; ,.,rith such sme.ll numbers, the only 

statistically significant outcome 1;culd be the configuration 

20 

40 
80 

3 
2 

l 

3 

2 

1 

3 
2 

1 
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-
at F = :/216 or t == l.f:",3'( 8.:: r :-:-_ ll/~'l·). Tt ... e of;E(·:::·-vec~ :..--c-.. :..}:-r-;rd.Pr cCrlfigllr:?tt~~n is 

thus not statistically si(3nifica.'1t a.'1d the test tenunates with the conclusicn 

that no further increase in respon~;e occurs betlleen X = 20 and X = 80. 

Exactly the same conc1_usions w0uld be re3.checl applyint= t:be Abelscn-Tt.tkf::· 

contrc.sts to the normal sc·lres. Fr0:r. 'l'~Jble L 

= 4.9938 

.;3 (. '798'{6) 
(P < .01) 

and co -::::pared to the critical values of Student 1 s t ·Hi tb in:f':i.r.i te df, 2. 326 anc 
l. 645, this value t = 2. s·CF( is significant at tl::e l percent level. Continuir:.g the 

test pr~x~edure: 

t = (-. 699) (-2. 35 577) + J.:-~_10§) ( -1.:. 02~}~- r ?2..<J::.~23_4o) +_j__. 699) ( 1. 76175) 

,J3-(. 76522). 

= 2. o89 . 05 > p > .01 

and then the :process tendnates ><ith the non-stgnifica.nt 3 X 3 configuratim-: c .. 

ranks, as before. 

Table 5. Rank-order transf0rmaUon of da.ta. set B. 

Level Location Sum of Abelson-Tukey 
X 1 2 l 4 normal scores coefficients -
0 5 6 6 c; -3.81794 -.682 / 

1 L~ 4 5 1.;. -1.24641 -.180 

2 ~ 3 4 3 .40310 -.052 _) 

4 - l - ') .6·1 ~331 .052 b -, ,_ 
r 1 5 1 l: . 6~:54 ~ .180 0 

16 2 2 2 l J.l92l.,.J • 682 

Applying vlilliams' procedure to the normal score sul!l.S of data set B, first to 

cofilJ_)are the control vJith the highest close level X = 16 (-which also gives the highest 

normal score sum), we have: 
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t = 3.192!..9- (-3.8179Lt) = 
,)2(1+)(.82332) 

p < .01 

v1hich is significar:t \-lhen compared to the entries 2. 385 and L 756 in Table 3· Tn;:: 

Abelsor.-TuJ<:.ey test :._r: tnis c:::.se: 

t = 5.14094 ~ 2.833 
J+(.82332) 

when compared to the critical values 2. 326 and 1. 64 5 -would lead to the same con

clusion. 

At the next ste; in the' analysis of Table 5 lie thus eliminate the control 

group ancl. recalculo.te ranl::s and sulJl..s of ne1·: normal scores: 

X ' 1 2 3 1 i ,. 
l 

~r---· lj. 4 5 4 

3 3 4 3 
4 I 

5 1 3 2 I 
8 I 1 5 l 5 

16 I 2 2 2 1 ! 

-giving for Hilliams ' t 

t = 2.64802 - (-2.64802) = 2.095 
.. .j2(4) (. 79876) 

and for the Abelson-Tukey contrast 

t = 3-73100 = 2 087 . 
J4-(. 79876) 

By either procedure the process continues tc-: 

X 

2 

4 

8 

16 

1 

3 

4 

1 

2 

2 

3 

1 

lj. 

2 

3 

4 

3 
1 

2 

4 

3 

2 

1:. 

1 

-2.64802 -.690 

-.49502 . -155 

.49502 0 

0 .155 

2.64802 . 690 

.05 > p > .01 

. 05 > p > . 01 • 

-1.9201•1 -.699 

0 -.108 

0 .108 

1.92041 .699 
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Neither pr'Jced:'ue Wt')Uld allaH continuation beyond ttis level, since 

t;:;: 1.9~ - - (-1.9:-?0hl) := 1.552 

,;· ;'+ )(. 76523) 

and for tne Abel3~n-Tukey contrast 

t :;:: 2.68473 
j(.76523) 

:= 1.535 

p > .05 

p > .05 . 

Both procedures w,uld thus lead to the conclusion that no increase in response 

occurs beyond the recommendable level X = 2. 
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COl<HENTS 

Ad,iustmen_~~· Perhaps the most striking feature in the preceding examples 

is that the largest recommendable dose levels x1 were achieved in cases \~here 

a simple Jir.ear regression model on a transforrr,ed scale g (X; 0) provided an 

ad~quate fit to the treatment means. In the case of data set A, the regression 

of Y on .~n(X + 0) provided an adequate fit when tested by anov, and resulted in 

XL~ 56.2; in case B, simple linear regression of Y on the square root of dose 

level X provided an adequate fit and produced a lower confidence limit ~ = 46.2 
exceeding the largest test level ~ ~ 16. 

The latter extrapolation is undefendable, and in practice XL would presum

ably be forced back to Xk = 16, but these two results do serve to demonstratE., 

first, that parsimony in modeling does offer advantages and, second, that the 

choice f3 = • 25 may be too small. Increasing (3 to . 50 and thus requiring prob

ability of at least .50 for detecting a slope of size € would, for example, alitr 

the K-value for data set B from K = .0263 to K = .o438 and thereby reduce the 

limit from XL= 46.2 to XL= 16.7. In the log-linear case where x1 = 56.2 for 

data set A, the effect of increasing ~to .50 would be to reduce XL from 56.2 
to 34.2. 

Valida t"i on of the €-procedure. The v&.lidi ty of the proposed procedure for 

constructing € and the lower confidence limit XL rests primarily upon large 

sample theory, and no small sample validation studies have been attempted. In 

the course of demonstrating the nonvalidi ty of the vlalker-Carmer method applie:l 

without modification to the Mdtcherlich regression function, however, some 

indication of validity of the €-procedure was obtained. 

The latter investigation was restricted to the unrealistic case of a single 

unknovm parameter in the Mi tcherlich function, 

y ;: 1 - -eX e 

w-ith the rer.:aining parameters set equal to unity. J:"ne est:.irnate of c was, r.,on-

over, assumed. to be e:xactly normally distributed with a known standard e:rror 

ac. A lmver confidence limit on the dose level 
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l c x == log 
E C E 

at wtich dY/dX = E is then given t~ 

"' 

r 

log£ + t ~ 
E A 

c 
XL = -,....-----

c + tcr c 

where c is a norrJally distributed random variable with mean c and standard 

error a c 

Exc:,ct ccmfidence levels were calculated for some combinations of E:, c and 

crc when t = 1.645 and the n0minal confidence level is 95 percent: 

Achieved confidence level (percent) 

c = l c = 10 

E C1 = .1 C1 = .05 C1 = .01 a = 1 a = . 5 a = .l 
c c c c c c 

.01 94.49 94.78 94.96 94.70 94.87 94.98 

. 0001 94.78 94.91 94-98 94.83 94.93 94.99 

. 000001 94.86 94.94 94.99 94.88 94.95 94.99 

D~-additive ~ffects of locations. Curvilinear regression methodology used in 

the above examples followed the customary practice of fitting a curve to the 

treatment means (or, equivalently, to treatment totals) across replicates. The 

rationale for this convention would follow from the rationale for applying an 

additive linear model to the treatment X location cross classification. In the 

context of antibiotic feed additive trials, however, the treatment is recognized 

to serve as an alternative or substitute for other management practices and if 

virtually ineffective, for example, in a germ-free environment where response if

already at a high level (The Use of Drugs in !tnimal Feeds, Proc. of Symp., Nat. 

Acad. Sci. Fubl. 1679, 1969, p. 17). 

Since management practices and microflora populations do differ among the 

locations (replicates) in a trial there may be more reason to suppose that such 
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differences are ~anifested by translation effects along a si~;le dose response 

curve rather than by vertical translations of the same curve. In view of the 

multi-factor difference~ among locations, however, a still more reasonable 

ap:proach might be to incorporate both kinds of additivity into the regression 

model. 

Applied to tbe Mi tcherlich function, for example, the conventional model 

used earlier expresses the mean response Mij to dose level Xj at location i 

in the form 

M .. = a:. + a + be eX~ 
~J ~ 

r 
t a. = o 
1 ~ 

The term oi reprEsents the response-additive effect of the ith location, ~nd 

conve;itS the s.ssur.:ption t:-.at the dose response curve at this particular location 

differs from the average response curve 

cx3 M. = a +be 
J 

by the same amount a:i at every dose level. 

A strictly dcse-additi ve model of location effects \'loul6.. on the other hand, 

take the fo:·m 

M .. 
lJ 

r 
~ o. = 
l 1 

0 ' 

implying tr.at mana5ement practices and other factors at the it n location have 

the combined effect of substituting for a ''background dose'- or size o1, when 

compared to an r>verage background dose defined to be zero. Operationally, fit

ting such a ffi( to the observej responses Yij at k + 1 levels (j=O,l,2, · • • ,k) 

in r replicate •. \i=l,2,··· ,r) would require iterative multiple linear regression 

of residuR!_s 

e .. = Y. . - a - b. e cXJ 
lJ lJ J. 

on r + 2 indep€ndent variables defined by the partial derivations of Mij with 

respect to b1,b2,···,br' a and c. At termination, location effects oi are 



estir.<>.ted "oy 

wherE 

b. 
1 

= 

X.nb = 

- :;'-1 -

.~nb. - £nb 
1 

c 

r 
l 

E .tnb. 
r 1 1 

'.lith the exception of the 'unrestricted quadratic in x'· model, the other regres

sion models illustrated earL r with a response-additive model for locations 

would also require iterative con:putations with r + 2 independent variables if 

a dose-adiitive m::>del were used for location effects. 

·.r:1e :Latter m.zthod is not illustrated here because of its unconventionalit~y, 

but is neationed as a possibllity worthy of future investigation with real data. 

Dose-additive replicate effects -v;hich are small do not seriously bias the regrer:

siOll ~hods illustrated hr:re, but act only to increase the magnitude of experi-

men· ·rror variance and thereby increase the length of conftdence intervals. 

Exte!i?ions of orde~ed alternative_methodolo~. Monotonicity and concavity are 

invs.r.i.ant 'lith respect to dose-additivity of replicate effects; in fact, a much 

more general kind of invariance holds. If the true dose response curve at each 

location is monotcne and concave then these same properties automatically hold 

for the s~ or average across locations. Exploitation of these properties, 

insofar as they are applicable to dose response curves at several locations, does 

require f·.1rther devP.lo'[J..~ent and r.:ore extensive comparisons of methods for restricted 

alternatives. 

Some guidance in this matter is off'ered by the power comparisons given by 

Williams (loc. cit.) and by Bartholomew (Barlow, R. E., Bartholomew, D. J., 

Bremner, J. M. and Brunl~, H. D., Statistical Inference Under Order Restrictions, 

J. Filey and Sons, Ltd., London, 1972). Rosenberger (loc. cit.) has also made 

some power comparisons betNeen maximin contrasts and likelihood ratio tests 

(extensior.s of Barthe>lomew's test) against monotone concave alternatives. Power 

differences are s::".all in all such comparis::ms, and more extensive investigations 

including the comparison of sequences of tests, should be carried out before 

reco~~endations are made. If sufficient power advantage accrues from the mono

tone concave restriction as compared to simple monotonicity then efficient 



computer alg::ri thrr.s ;-:::.ll be nt::<O:ded to extend both ;.illiam 's 1..est and the likeli

hood ratio test with estirr.a t.ed error variance to accomodate arbitrary but 

specified s~acings cf level~. 

Va~idi_~Y -~f ncnn&.r£-E:~tric tt::t.~_'l~i:-:st monoton~_.§..l:~.::Inat_.:!:.::~C· Tne nonadditivity 

which certainly exists to soEe exten~, and which reduces sensitivity of para

metric procec..~_.;.res thr::mgh heterogeneity and inflation of error variance esti

mates, may be expecte:i to have much less effect upon nonparametric procedures. 

The error variance used in cc·nstruction of such procedlll"es is predetermined by 

the null hypcthesis ad is uneffer~te::i by nonadditivity; and the power depends 

upon monotonicity of the dose response relationship at each location, and upon 

the true and undistort8d error variance at each location. Under conditioGs 

'"hich are less than i:lee.l for normal theory parametric tests 1 the nonparametric 

procedure m~y indeed ::ut-pErform the parametric :p:rccedure. 

Small s<iY..ple va.'..:'.di ty of the no~::1al approximhticm used in determining 

critical val~es of t~e nnnparametric test statistics proposed here has been 

verified. Ex&ct, discrete probability distributions of these statistics have 

been tabula teJ. for co:.::,:a!·i son '"i th the normal approximation. The smallest 

sarnple size configuration for 'flhich the normal approximation was here intended 

is the case sf 4 treat~ent levels in 3 blocks. Using the no~mal score trans

formation of ranks re:;~<l ts in the foL.owing degree cf agreement behveen nomina~ 

and exact p·ctabili ty levels of the ncmparametric Abelson-'fukey contrast among 

4 treatments: 

3 blocks 4 blocks 
t Nor::inal p Exact P Exact P 

l. 6449 .05 . 0515o47 . o496479 

l. 75C7 .o4 • o402199 . o403766 

1. esoe .03 . 0298033 . 0296766 

2.0537 .02 . 016999~ . 0187837 

2. 326~· . 01. . 0055700 . 00789·)0 

'D1e exact fre~uency distribution of the n:mparametric !illiaDs test under the 

same circumstances is: 
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r :;::; 3 r = 4 --
t Exact P t Exact P .,._. ____ 

1.45 .1381652 1. !i25 . 0957051 

1.55 • 095630(: l. 51C' .o8756T 

1. 65 . o643807 l. 595 • 0635276 

1. 75 . 0591724 1.680 • 0574030 

1.85 • 0574363 1.765 • o4 32490 

1.95 . 0234375 1.850 • 0305899 

2.05 • 0211227 1.935 • 0255021 

2.15 • 0176505 2. 020 . 0226c86 

2.25 . 0081019 2.10: . 0187111.: 

2.35 . ()()ll.629b 2.190 .009096~ 

2.275 . 00793]1 

2.360 • 00501+5( 

where the n·")r.:inal critical values are 

t Nominal P --- ---
l. 739 • 05 

2.377 .01 

The nur~er of distinct ra~~-order configurations that are possible with 4 

treatments is 4: - 24, and in r blocks the number is 24r. There are 

• 0055700 ): (24 )3 = 77 configurations in 3 blocks producing an Abelson-fukey 

contrast t-statistic as large as t = 2.3263, and in 4 blocks there are 

.005o456 x (24)4 = 1674 configurations of normal scores producing a Vlilliams-t 

statistic as large as t = 2.360 • 
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